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1 Or Da Otha
 
1 is in my heart
da otha is on my dick
1 is distant but want me 4eva
da otha luvz da sex n wantz me
2 cum quick
I think about 1 wen Im f*ckin
da otha
though 1 dont believe wat
I say is not fiction
yes i do like da otha
but im drawn 2 1 like
an addiction
So in conclusion I will respect
both n keep my distance
Until I can c who I am betta wit
1 OR DA OTHA
 
Apollo Chandler
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143   (I Love U)
 
I try my best 2 tell u how I
feel 2 the best of my abilities
But no matter wat I say
No words seem 2 b satisfing
I've tried 2 sing
I've tried giving flowers
Anyet nothing seemed 2 mean a thing
Everything seemed  so plain n boring
Just lacking power
So I've decided 2 say it in a rare way
4 my rare queen
143
N I love u is wat these numbers mean
 
Apollo Chandler
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2 Music
 
Its amazin' how u take
me 2 outter space
U can make people feel
complete ecstasy without them
seein' ur face
The way u caress r ears
U relieve us of all pain, suffering,
and fear
The nearer u come
the better we feel
the only thing we need 2 do is
listen
N all of those sicc will b healed
 
Apollo Chandler
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4 U (4 My row)
 
There is alot of things that
I would do 4 u
I'll give up all of my old habbits
Just 2 show u that my love is true
4 u I will 4ever give up bangin'
a gang
U will always come first so everything
else don't mean a thing
I'll quit the pimpin'
I'll quit the tricks
I'll do it all just cuz with u
I've never had a love like this
 
Apollo Chandler
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A Prayer (Pt.1)
 
Dear Heavenly Father
you have blessed me tremendously
And I  thank you 4 all of these
oppertunities
Watching over me and keeping me
from harm
God you are almighty and your
streghth keeps me going on
You take from me 2 help me learn
And in return
You've given me numerous talents
And so I thank you again 4
restoring my balance
As my days draw 2 an end
The last thing I may have 2
beg of you is 2 4give me of my sin
 
                      And in Jesus name I will 4ever pray A-men
 
Apollo Chandler
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A Prayer (Pt.2)  The Soilder
 
Dear Heavenly Father
As the sun sets I come out for
our nightly talk
To discuss the decisions I shall make
in the streets that I stalk
I am far from a bad guy-gangsta
And in lacking this characteristic
I would like to thank ya
But in this game of survival
the actions that I will fulfill
will be the most vile
Please do guide me just
so that my spirit will continue
to grow bright
Strong I may be
But I am but a soldier
And with your help may I become
your streadfast boulder
 
In Jesus name I shall forever pray....Amen
 
Apollo Chandler
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A Prayer (Pt.3)  The Helper
 
Dear Heavenly Father,
 
today I would like to thank you
 
for letting me help another.
 
The joy I have brought to this person
 
introduced my heart to a feeling so warm,
 
I cant help but to be blissful.
 
Its as thoughmy words to others
 
is a spirit streghthening charm.
 
I can only hope that this
 
gift may continue
 
So that those who are starved
 
may devoure what they need
 
on my poetic menu.
 
But now, on on a more personal note
 
I pray that I can overcome
 
what I need along with more than I can
 
For with this ability I know that I will
 
be the best man that I AM.
 
Apollo Chandler
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A Prayer (Pt.4)  -Showing Appreciation
 
Dear Spiritual Father,
 
I would like to start off by apologizing
 
for not talking to you unless Im depressed.
 
On a more positive note
 
as a man, within myself I see progress.
 
Thank you because you have given me
 
what I have prayed for all of these years-
 
WISDOM.
 
In my traveling I have uptained that....
 
and then some.
 
In the liquid I have shed
 
both crimson and clear
 
I continue to THRIVE.
 
For not learning from yesterday is my biggest fear.
 
FOREVER will I fight to do what is fit for me
 
and I WILL show all that I am more than just PHATIER,
 
but the PRODIGY!
 
Again I thank you for the talents
 
Again I thank you for the balance
 
And again I thank you for the UNLIMITED STRENGTH
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I could careless as to how I put it....
 
in YOU I will FOREVER have faith.
 
~ITS TIME~
 
Apollo Chandler
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A Prayer (Pt.5)  Guidance From Above
 
Dear Heavenly Father,
the most resent of tasks
were the most alien.
I can't help but to stress;
Im so scared of failing
Bailing out will never be a choice
I need your volume
So that my actions will have
a louder voice.
Please help my vision
become more space bound.
I need you to lift me up,
Im in need of your strength
I am too tired of being down
Time is my only enemy.
With my raging war against
an unstopable element
It feels as though everyones against me.
Please make me vibrant
Shine bright like the sun.
It is this reason why I pray to you
for your name is compared to none.
 
Apollo Chandler
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A Prayer (Pt.6)   For The Religiously Confused
 
Dear Spiritual Father
Im beyond the point of confusion
Its like no matter what decision I make
I'm the one losin'.
Each step closer to religion
is a closer step to insanity.
Friends and family,
they pick Christianity.
Family and friends,
the pick the side of the Musilum.
Both wants me to be the same,
so what's the point in choosin' any of them?
Some call you Jesus.
Some call you Allah.
Being as pure as you are
the only title you should have
is father.
That is if you were to have
an Earthly name.
I myself don't want anything
to do with religion.
As long as I believe in what's pure
what will be the point in changin'?
In this I pray,
that insanity won't have my heart to claim;
I am but A-man
 
Apollo Chandler
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A Prayer (Pt.8)   Time 4 Bed
 
Now I lay you
Down to sleep
I pray to God
My child to keep
May she rise
To learn and play
Protected in my heart
She will forever stay
 
                  A-Man
 
Apollo Chandler
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Apollo (Behind The Name)
 
Apollo(n)  Greek Myth.- god of prophecy, music, medicine, & poetry
 
Though I am far from a godly figure
My poems r known 2 b like medicine
4 those who r weaker
4 my friends I can give n promise them a favorable
prophecy
N my music is the kind that'll calm ur mind
n rocc ur body
 
Apollo Chandler
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Beauty
 
Such an image shinning so bright
u can only b compared 2 the sun
Ur angelic figure is so obviously
compared 2 non dear woman
I must not continuously
have u in my sight
But also by my side
I am blinded by ur beauty
N I need u 2 b my guide
Please guide me right
N I will do right 2ward u
U say u have had horrible ex's
Well let me help u 4get, n I'll do
all the things ur ex's wouldn't do
 
Apollo Chandler
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Beauty & The Gee
 
She likes calm settings
and the smell of daisies
I like to lose my mind
and act all crazy
 
She has her mind together
and is ready to settle down
Im head over heels in my own drama
and Im sure that I will drown
 
She wants kids
and is trying to improve the way she live
Not me though
Im stuck with my life in a twist
 
We're also different
an yet our emotions are the same
And in that I hope that she has
the power to help me change
 
Apollo Chandler
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Black Tears
 
This is 4 the people who had
cryies unheard
Cryin uncontrolablly in the room
2 wake up wit wrecked nerves
This is 4 the tears that r pass sour
Afraid 2 say wat its really like-
an emotional coward
It's time 2 let loose of the
pain n sorrow that u hold in ur eyes
Relieve urself now
Don't say that u can't if u've never tried
 
Apollo Chandler
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Brain Stormin
 
I wana write somethin down
but at da moment I cant think
Contemplatin so hard
Im starin at dis page n i cant blink
Its funny how I have so much on my chest
dat I cant let it goso dat I can put myself 2 rest
TAKE YA TIME
is da words echoin through my head
TAKE YA TIME
Ima try, but waistin time is 1 of da
many things dat I dread
 
Apollo Chandler
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Can U Help Me
 
Can u help my heart grow
So that I can love the right way
Can u insist me in 2 the right path
So that its ur side I will 4ever stay
Can u guide me farther in 2 the
walk way of rightousness
So that I can b a better man
Can u help me clear my mind
So that I can better understand.
So that I can understand the consept of love
and complete are bound
that is beyond tough.
 
Apollo Chandler
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Confusion
 
I ask u wat's the matter
N 2 my surprise nothing is ur
answer
With a questionable look on ur face
I know there's something wrong
So I can't help but 2 ponder
the situation all day long
Not knowin' wat 2 do or wat move
I should take
I know is that I'ma have ur
side till that boundry fade
 
Apollo Chandler
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Dearest Friend
 
This 1 is 4 u
my dearest friend
2 let u know that I will
4ever b there 4 u 'til the very end
Though u may push me away
n keep me distant
I'm here 2 let u know that r
friendship is strong
N I'm still present
 
Apollo Chandler
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Favorite (@&Lt;3unickiminaj)
 
A lot's been said
2 have you experienced
But I wana go in smooth
And make nerves tense.
In a sense act professionally
Reckless
Got the porn message
Parenthesis semi-colon
Hard words spoken
Token in
Let's play 4 life
And let me be Pac-Man
Not that man
But this man
Make you say
'Damn that was D BEST MAN! ! ! ! '
Have a sweaty hell
And have ya say hot damn
He jus gotta meet da fam......
 
Apollo Chandler
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Fend 4 Self
 
It seems dat I'm all alone
in a dark corner
People say that they have my
side
But yet I still feel like a
loney goner
So 2 hell with the false hope
and all of the lies
So 4 now on I shall fend 4
myself and myself alone
'Til the day of my demise
 
Apollo Chandler
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Forgetting The 4given
 
There's but so many times
1 can be 4given.
Then in2 the cold the heart
You once had had been un4givenly driven.
I 4gave your 'I'm sorry'
But still am haunted  by the action.
As though I'm reliving a nightmare
The same 'I'm sorry' keeps on happening.
Now the face of the nightmare I 4gave
Is the face of a relationship I will soon
Be 4getting.
And 2 teach you something.
This is how you put words in2 action.
I've 4gotten you
And 4gave your backstabbing.
 
Apollo Chandler
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How Do I Say
 
How do I say my emotions 2 u
How do I say that I want 2 b there
n help u wit wat ever ur goin' through
How do I say that I want 2 b real
How do I say that I'm crazy 4 u
Crazy was, crazy still
Until the end of time
I won't know how 2 say this
so I'll ay it like this
I love u wit all my heart
n I want u 2 b mine
 
Apollo Chandler
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How Its Gona Be
 
Tired of the stupidity,
And am as equally sick
Of the ignorance.
The combination of the 2
Have fucked my nerves
And in these words
I describe how they've
made me tense.
Stop pretending that
You know
And act as if you
Want 2 learn.
So if I may come off
Disrespectful
Is because it's not
2 be given, but earned.
Now this nice guy had
A face reconstructed
And IS GOING 2
Finish 1st.
So stooping down
Is what he's done with
You may down some
Vinegar
You cheatin' fakes
And be lucky 2 be last
4 when I say 'Limitless'
I plan 2 accomplish what it takes
As Y.P.C.
I grew tired and sick
But now as P.C.G.
I'm Solomon wise
And Sampson fit.
 
 
 
                  Note: God made a PLAN,
                        We are meant 2 set GOALS.
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Apollo Chandler
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Igno-American (2/2/15)
 
Starting out in dominance
We devolved in2 just a color.
From the darkest of shades
We then became objects that took orders.
Negros in2 niggers,
Niggers in2 African-Amerricans
But not once have the number of us,
Have seen the motherland.
In the hands of those that have
Carved our language;
The word that had so vividly described us
Was watered down to broaden damage.
Now nigger is 2 ignorant,
As nigga is 2 brother.
So my ignorant sibling,
What can we do 2 help 1 another.
 
Apollo Chandler
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In My Arms
 
In my arms I'll keep u
out of the rain
In my arms my love
will never change
Holdin' u close 2 my heart
I will keep u from harm
Holdin' u this close we can get
through any storm
that I will 4ever know.
r love is equal
N that there is no obstacle we can't get through
 
Apollo Chandler
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In Pen
 
4 as long as I've been writtin'
I would usually write in pencil
Since my thoughts weren't  permanent
this seemed 2 b the right utencile
Contemplating on which tools
I should use
I don't think that my heart, mind n
soul can handle my thoughts individually,
I'm usin' my all n puttin' my all in equally
 
Apollo Chandler
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Inner Warrior
 
Cuttin' through my obsticales 
my sword is sharp
Blood of a lion in my veins
you can hear the fierce drum in my heart
More strength than any muscle car
my head is like an open jar
But don't call me a Jar head
Goin' live my whole life
how do you define dead?
Dread my old wounds
Live by the gun,
Die by the gun
Don't wanna sleep too soon
I'm a young ninja
can't see my tears
or my fears
throwing my stars
everything's so crystal clear
See through any camouflage
I stay on the ball
So you should get out of dodge.
I gotta fight
Gotta make sure the Nation's right.
I'll die for mine
For them I shine
Opponents get ready-
Because the time is mine!
 
Apollo Chandler
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Last Hours Of The Day
 
I can c it in ur eyes
has a long day
Let me help u unwine
N make u feel a special way
sayin u don't need this is an
obvious lie
Come closer 2 me n I'll
show u why
I'll show u why the last hours of
the day r the best of times.
This is when I love u from now on
'til the sun starts 2 shine
 
Apollo Chandler
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Lost
 
I'm lost on this path
Don't know where 2 go next
I'm tryin' my best 2 do good
Tryin' 2 get my life in checc
Wreccin' my mind
Like how the hell I get myself
in 2 this mess
Focusin' 2 long as 2 how I'ma b
a sucess
Stressin' myself cuz I want
2 b the best
Don't want any limitations
So I always put my limits 2 the test
Yes, I am simply lost
by myself with no where 2 go
 
Apollo Chandler
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Love (Word Abuse)
 
This word flows from r lips more
than it should.
The time when we mean it
we never could!
Hurtin' some1 without much cuase
Until u find that some1 that would
soon b 4ever lost.
 
Apollo Chandler
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M.E. (Mental Exercise)
 
Thoughts overwhelmed
by the future and unknown.
Only that what lies ahead stresses me,
you can tell by my tone.
Year after year,
I end up in the same place.
Thus far I have accomplished
so so many tasks put in front of my face.
This life of misery
is no longer bothersome.
An yet, it's leaning more
towards boredom.
Up, down.
down, up.
So far I've looked to
strangers for comfort and trust.
Now why shouldn't I accept candy
from he or she
that is the most handy?
Confused by my logic
people have suggested suicide.
I'm not gonna lie-
so have I.
But besides my boldness and pride
I can't be that selfish
for there are others I need to
mentally and spiritually provide.
Is this a trait
of a true man?
Most can't fathom
But with the right exercise.
I will be the best that I can be.
 
Apollo Chandler
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M.O.E. (Money Over Everything)
 
I really could careless
about anyone or anything else
As long as I keep my head focused
I'm sure that I won't fail
They say money can't buy happiness
They say money can't buy love
this all may b true
But money will keep me off of
the streets
And its this reason I can't
get enough
I can trust money 2 do
what I want it 2
It's money that I can rely
on 2 get me through what I
want it 2
 
Apollo Chandler
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Makin' Love
 
Let us not have sex
but do something that's more settle
I want 2 touch those sppots
N make u melt like mettle
As the temperature rise
So does r love
As I go deeper inside
Verbally sayin I love u
simply isn't enough
Now the sky is the limit
but I plan 2 take u higher
Making limitless moves just 2
Fulfill ur every desire
Laying here close 2 me
'til the sun rise I will
satisfy all of ur fantisies
 
Apollo Chandler
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My Pen & Paper
 
My 2 closest friends
I can tell u everything
n kno dat u'll keep it
'til thee end
As I let da ink flow
my emotions glow on da lines
N its funny how it all started wen i 1st wrote
my name
Yea those were da good times
N its through u 2 that I saw like da sun
I can shine
 
Apollo Chandler
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Never B4
 
Never b4 have I met
some1 like u.
This is the 1st time I've
met some1.2 help me 4get
wat I'm goin' through.
 
Never b4 have I had an
emotion such as this,
just being by u blinds me
with eternal bliss.
 
Never b4 have I gotten
this close,
never b4 have I decided
2 luv u the most.
 
Apollo Chandler
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Revenge
 
I bet u think dat I 4got wat
u did 2 me!
But now Ima play carma
N put a end 2 u
n all of dat nonsence drama
U aint gotta catch on
cuz its my special surprise
from me 2 u
2 end u n da earths bond
I told u not 2 try me
an yet u refused 2 listen.
now ya stuck dying
flying where eva u belong
cuz u tripped ova my song
Dis song dat'll neva end
Dis song of REVENGE!
 
Apollo Chandler
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Rushin'
 
They say I'm 2 young
N that I should slow down.
Thinkin I know it all!
I simply ignore the sound
dilect n swag is n can b
compared 2 that of a grown man.
Now the only thing I need
is support, space, and 4 them 2 understand!
I am smarter than u think I am.
It's this reason why I must
show them.
I must show them that I am
better off.
I must show them that I as an individual
and have a cause.
 
Apollo Chandler
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Shooter
 
Not really carrin' bout the consiquence.
I'm livin' 4 2day n 2day only.
I'm focused on the present tence.
This sensation flowin' through me
like a deseace.
Pow, Pow! ! ! !
Like that ur deceased
Increasin' my power.
The shots get louder.
I'ma young 'G' kid known 2
turn niggahz in 2 powder.
Get ready 4 dis acid shower
as ur skin burns away.
i make u disapear
decay.
They call me da faker slayer
n i ride by wavin at all u wanna beez
n haters.
I thought I told u....IMA SHOOTER! ! ! !
 
Apollo Chandler
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Sick Obsession
 
Material items seem to be
on top of everyones list
As if getting what ever you want
will give you eternal bliss
The richest of individuals
are sickest at heart
Everyone knows this
an yet still we focus on how much
we get into a shopping cart
Crack may be the most deadliest of drugs
but money is for the most desperate of fein
now, as you read this you may disagree
but as soon as you accomplish your goals in life
you will know what I mean
 
Apollo Chandler
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Slumber Of An Angel (Hard Times)
 
The last breathe was
concluded into a sigh
Her eyes are forever drawn
close
Hush for she is sleeping
though we grieve over
her demise
She is in a better place
where she is needed the most
To some the sacrifice
was futile
but for us the pain hurts all the while
May our Angel R.I.P.
Because now she slumbers
with the most elite dynasty****
 
Apollo Chandler
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Special Chemical (The Anti-Biotic)
 
A drizzle of this
and the dropp of that
takin you in heals all of my wounds
and thats a fact.
 
Like an in haler
your there to help me take my next breathe
Your my red bull.
you give me strength when i have none left.
 
I'd rather over dose
then die in your love.
I want you on a daily basis
just because I can't get enough.
 
Like an injection
I want you in my arms.
As you run through my veins,
I know that you as my medicine work like a charm.
 
Apollo Chandler
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Special Chemical (The Venom)
 
You were the worst of drugs
insulting crack-cocaine,
all I did was hit it once
and you drove me insane.
 
Just like the smoke I inhale
I made you a part of my life!
You had me feelin so high,
I considered in taking you as my wife.
 
I let you get skin deep
I could of called you  heroin
Its about time I move on to a different drug!
when it comes to this session its time for the end.
 
Apollo Chandler
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The Final Chapter Of Depression
 
After all of the torment
every inch of the pain and suffering
will now come to an end.
Now I know what I am capable of,
and I have the ability to strengthen.
It is now time for me to move forward
and continue my journey.
I will now stand tall and conqure
all of the tasks in front of me.
Without the help of my mother,
and the absence of my father,
I have come to raise myself into a respectable man.
And as now I will start in unfolding the worlds demand.
 
 
 
Special shout outs to all of my brothers, sisters, cousins, uncles, and especially
my grandmother Ethel Branch for being there when I had no one.....I LOVE YALL!
! ! ! ! ! !
 
Apollo Chandler
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The Lies You Tell
 
Blinded by your deceit
you made me oblivious in every way
You told me that you'd have my back
so it was a surprise when I found out
that you led me astray
You pretended to be my friend and said that
we were close allies
But instead you choked me with your words
and killed me with your lies
This was an ambush not even
the greatest generals could have foreseen
And so now Im caught in your web of lies
and only the truth can set me free
 
Apollo Chandler
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The Mask Of Agony
 
Its time for me 2 let it out
fuss and shout outside versus in
show my tears through
this fake ass grin
Twist and turn in the pain
like a pig in mud
how often must I shed blood?
To hell with this uncensored pain
like those porno movies
Though I talk to you
you will never know what's been killin me.
 
Apollo Chandler
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Timeless Love
 
As the years go by
I reminisce about the times we had shared
The image of you echoes through my mind
along with your love so fare
My desire to be with you grows
every time my heart beats
And as I speak your name
it's like a sigh of relief
 
Believe it or not
you had my soul from the start
And please do trust when I say
that I will forever have your side
till death do we part
 
These years with you was more than heaven
though we have experienced hell
An yet no matter the cause was
you made sure as a father and husband
I never fell
 
Apollo Chandler
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Times Up
 
It's about time I'm 2 b
considered a man
Ticc
It's almost time 4 me 2 face
the worlds demand
Tocc
The hour hand is movin without
much remorse
Ticc
No matter how hard I try 2 slow
down time it always seem 2 stay on
course
Tocc
I want 2 b better b4 my time is up
 
Apollo Chandler
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Unnecessary
 
All of da negativity n
tension is so....
Every1 snappin n arguin
wantin 2 blow....
Emotions hidin....
People fightin....
Bein called outa name....
Switchin up now friends
aren't da same....
Trials n tribulation....
All of da bullshit people r facin....
Skeletons bein reveled....
Everybody high tempered n ill....
Everything goin on is so
UNNECESSARY! ! ! !
 
Apollo Chandler
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Welcome 2 My Babylon
 
Emincely amazed 2 have made it
dis far
Almost 20 n Im still an emotional
retard
It feels as though Im stuck in an
eternal Babylon
Wit da city plus da world on my shoulderz
wen I alone weigh a ton
My sisters tell me not 2 b
superman
An yet da troubles of othaz alwayz
seem 2 seep in2 my handz
As da king of dis city I have back
breaking pain
I dare not buckle
Showin an ounce of weakness
will drive me insane
My girl is da only 1
ta keep me tamed
Fame is da least of my worries
All I would like is 2 tell my story
Tell my story n caution u
of da time
Cuz its time 4 me 2 welcome u 2 my BABYLON! ! ! !
 
Apollo Chandler
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X-Ray Vision
 
I can c right through ur
deceitfuf actions
Ur tryin 2 hold me bacc from my
plan 2 fulfill my satisfaction
U say wat I want 2 hear tryin
2 get closer
But u don't realize that I know
wat ur tryin 2 do
Ur tryin 2 get close then
f*cc me over
This game of deceit was fun while
it lasted
But the thing is I've caught u
u bacc stabbin decietful bast^rd
 
Apollo Chandler
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